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Initial �elds of snow over harateristis preparation for COSMO-Ru

E. Kazakova, M. Chumakov and I. Rozinkina

1 Introdution

Use of present-day mesosale atmospheri models allows getting more and more realisti foreast information.

High grid resolution (several km) of a mesosale atmospheri model provides higher quality of weather elements

foreasting in omparison with traditional use of global atmospheri models with grid sizes of about tens of

km. It is well-known that suess of mesosale modeling strongly depends on auray of initial �elds, as they

either remain onstant during the whole period or hange muh slower than atmospheri harateristis.

Initial �elds for COSMO-model are prepared with the help of GME-model and standard meteorologial ob-

servations assimilation. Initial �elds have information about snow water equivalent and snow density. Snow

depth measurements are determined by snowstake one a day and are inluded in the list of standard meteo-

rologial observations. In Russia snow density and snow water equivalent measurements are also arried out,

yet they are held one in 5-10 days on several hydrologial stations and an't be used in data assimilation

yles.

Tehnologies of obtaining of snow depth initial data with its possible following onversion into snow water

equivalent in di�erent meteorologial enters ould be varied, yet in these tehnologies, as a rule, station

measurements of snow depth and satellite information about snow boundary are used ([3℄, [4℄, [5℄).

Data assimilation systems are also reated in Russian Hydrometeoenter ([2℄, [13℄). However they are basially

oriented on the use in global atmospheri models.

In weather foreast tasks and while doing applied researhes it is neessary to have not only information

about snow depth, but also about snow water equivalent. Up to date satellite information has disrepanies

with land data ([10℄, [11℄), so obtaining of more reliable values of snow water equivalent aording to remote

sensing data needs further development of satellite equipment.

In ase of loudy onditions satellite images with high spatial resolution reeived from syntheti aperture radar

are inreasingly used for surfae harateristis determination ([7℄). Yet urrently suh a data is provided only

ommerially.

Reently the only use of remote sensing data is insu�ient for realisti representation of snow over, espeially

for weather and limate foreast tasks and other applied researhes. So the ommon method is to use satellite

data as a snow 'mask' in snow models (for example, [6℄, [9℄), whih ould work independently or be oupled

with atmospheri models. Most of suh snow models ontain rather detailed desription of proesses in snow

over, as they are designed for solving of spei� problems for small territories (for example, for avalanhe

forming foreasting). As a result - alulation of snow over harateristis �elds requires rather substantial

time, that signi�antly obstrut the use of suh models operationally for weather foreast reation.

In winter period di�erent servies (utilities, road servies, railway servies, power station operation, planning

of winter ompetition holding, emergeny foreasting and so on) are required adequate information about

snow over harateristis. During snow melting snow equivalent data and information about snow boundary

are needed for runo� alulations, prevention of emergenies and agriultural work arrying out.

All the above mentioned determined the need of development of a method for snow over harateristis

initial �elds formation for atmospheri models, based on standard meteorologial observations at stations in

SYNOP-ode and satellite data with high resolution. In this artile the example of its suessful appliation

with the use of mesosale model COSMO-Ru is given.

2 Materials and Methods

Preparation of initial �elds of snow over harateristis for mesosale model (the authors made a researh

taking mesosale model COSMO-Ru ([12℄, [14℄) with 2.2 km resolution as an example) needs standard obser-

vational data done on HMS net and transmitted in SYNOP-ode. Sheme of the algorithm for initial �elds

of snow density and snow water equivalent and surfae temperature (overed or not by snow, measured on

HMS) onstrution is shown on �gure 1.
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Snow density and snow water equivalent values are alulated with the help of the developed snow model

SMFE (Snow Model Finite Element) during the whole snow period for stations, where measurements are

done, with their further interpolation on regular grid ells using tehnologies of ombination with �rst guess

�elds and satellite data.

SMFE algorithm is represented in paper [8℄. It should be noted that the model is oriented only on the use of

standard observations from HMS. Snow density and snow water equivalent alulation is done with disreity

equal to snow depth measurements arrying out, i.e. one a day for the Russian territory. Snow density is

alulated due to equations from [15℄, whih link it with Young's module.

When fresh snow falling its density is alulated in SMFE aording to [1℄ in dependene on air temperature.

The following snow proesses are taken into aount in SMFE: snow depth aeleration due to dry/wet snow

falling and snow depth redution due to slump, as well as snow melting, perolation and melted water runo�,

the proess of 'snow blowing' and evaporation/ondensation from snow surfae.

Remote sensing data are used for snow boundary aurate de�nition. When stations are densely situated,

omposite satellite images with 4-km resolution loated on NOAA site are employed, whih are proessed and

moved to COSMO-Ru grid ells with the help of speial program (authors - U. Alfereov, V. Kopeykin). The

�eld obtained in this way whih re�ets the spae distribution of snow over is used for orretion of snow

over harateristis �elds.

Figure 1: Sheme of the algorithm for initial �elds of snow over harateristis onstrution (COSMO-Ru

as an example model).

In a region with a ompliated relief (North-Cauasian region) initial �elds replaement requires using om-

posite satellite images with 250-meters speial resolution obtained as a result of MODIS data proessing, as

the use of omposite satellite image with 4-km resolution results in gross errors while de�ning snow over

presene, espeially in valleys.

The algorithm based on the use of �rst guess �elds is applied for atmospheri model initial �elds onstrution.

Original (operational) �elds of snow over harateristis from GME, whih are modi�ed with optimal interpo-

lation method, with the ombination of snow over values from SMFE are used as suh �elds. Field orretion

an be done with the use of oe�ients, obtained after omparison between operational and modi�ed �elds.

Original values of snow over harateristis (snow density and snow water equivalent) and surfae temperature

are replaed by modi�ed values in �le ontaining initial �elds for mesosale model. Foreasts with original

and modi�ed initial �elds of snow over harateristis were alulated for some days during snow period on

the European part of Russia in 2012-2013 with the help of mesosale model COSMO-Ru. The model was

integrated with initial �elds prepared for 00 UTC. Experiments were done for two omputational areas -

Central and North-Cauasian regions.
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3 Results and Disussion

Completed numerial experiments show that setting of realisti initial �elds of snow over harateristis

lead to foreast quality improvement. It is onneted with the fat that snow over takes part in heat and

moisture exhange with the overlying air and in�uenes the heat budget forming. The example of snow water

equivalent initial �eld for mesosale model COSMO-Ru for Central region territory is shown on �g.2: original

(operational) and modi�ed (experiment) versions.

Snow water equivalent values for several stations at 10 April 2013 aording to observational data, COSMO-

Ru foreasts on 12 hours based on original and modi�ed data are shown in Table 1. As an be seen from this

table and �g 2, there is an improvement of initial �elds and foreasts of the model COSMO-Ru. Thus, there is

an improvement in snow water equivalent foreasting for stations situated on the north of the omputational

area (Bologoe, Privolzhsk, Buy) when modifying initial data of snow over harateristis. Snow boundary

is in good agreement with observational data. For example, at station Voznesenskoe snow over was present

aording to observations, the same result is observed for experiment unlike operational model variant. The

similar result is obtained for station Verhov'e, where snow over has already melted, what was predited by

COSMO-Ru with the use of modi�ed initial data.

For some stations (Spas-Demensk, Karahev) modi�ations in initial data don't in�uene foreasting of snow

water equivalent, what may be explained as that: in ase of presene of snow over with snow water equivalent

value averaged for the region original and modi�ed initial �elds may di�er from eah other too little. Maximum

di�erenes between original and modi�ed �elds are indiated for maximum values of snow water equivalent

(i.e. in the north) as well as on snow boundary.

Feedbak from hanges in initial �elds of snow over harateristis is observed when alulating foreasts of

other meteorologial elements. Some hanges in low loudiness were distinguished. Di�erenes between surfae

albedo foreasts are observed in the region of snow boundary. It's well-known that snow boundary is the zone

of maximum ontrasts of meteorologial elements. As presene/absene of snow over de�nes the ontribution

to surfae heat budget, maximum di�erenes between operational version and experiment are observed in 2

meters temperature �elds. Let's study stations whih were situated in the zone of snow boundary lying.

Aording to Table 2, there is an improvement of 2 meters temperature foreasts at stations Efremov, Volovo,

Verhov'e both for day and noturnal hours. On stations Uneha and Temnikov hanges in initial �elds of snow

over harateristis lead to degradation of 2 meters temperature foreasts, yet it is onneted with approah

to parameterization of 2 meters temperature used in mesosale COSMO-mode: when snow is present, overlying

temperature ould be equal to values lose to 0

o

C. It should be noted that in modi�ed initial �elds these

stations ourred to be overed with snow, what led to wrong alulations of 2 meters temperature by the

model. The derived result indiates that it's neessary to make hanges in omputational algorithm of 2

meters temperature in COSMO-model.

At station Fatezh there is also some deterioration of foreast of 2 meters temperature. It is onneted with

the fat that values of snow over harateristis are used for the previous day for initial data preparation

beause of snow over measurements at stations in Russia whih are done one a day (at 03 or 06 UTC). At

station Fatezh on 9th April snow over was observed, and on 10th April it has already melted. By virtue of

suh an observational disreity some disrepanies in 2 meters alulation for several stations in the zone of

snow boundary an be found in ase of modi�ed �elds of snow over harateristis using.

Station Observations Operational Experiment Absolute Absolute

variant error I error II

Bologoe 154 200 139 46 15

Privolzhsk 150 171 167 21 17

Buy 137 196 128 59 9

Kolomna 51 106 68 55 17

Mozhaysk 127 138 110 11 17

Plavsk 86 49 36 37 50

Spas-Demensk 114 106 106 8 8

Suhinihi 102 91 94 11 8

Belgorka 96 118 107 22 11

Karahev 48 37 37 11 11

Poniry 46 15 44 31 2

Voznesenskoe 62 0 32 62 30

Verhov'e 0 16 0 16 0

Mean absolute error 30 15

Table 1: Snow water equivalent (mm) on 10

th

April 2013 aording to observational data, COSMO-Ru

foreasts on 12 hours with original and modi�ed initial data. Note. I - di�erene between observations and

operational variant, II - di�erene between observations and experiment.
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Figure 2: Initial �eld of snow water equivalent (mm) prepared for mesosale model COSMO-Ru for Central

region: operational variant (top) and experiment (bottom). 00 UTC 10 April 2013.

Station 10 April 2013, 12 UTC 11 April 2013, 00 UTC

Observations Operational variant Experiment Observations Operational variant Experiment

Efremov 8.0 4.3 6.6 -0.4 -0.5 -0.9

Volovo 6.9 0.6 5.7 -1.1 -3.6 -2.1

Verhov'e 7.0 1.2 6.0 0.8 -1.2 -0.2

Uneha 7.2 6.2 0.6 0.2 0.7 0.0

Fatezh 7.1 6.6 1.3 1.0 0.4 -0.3

Temnikov 8.1 5.6 1.1 -1.5 -3.0 -4.9

Table 2: 2 meters temperature (

o

C) at day (12 hours) and noturnal (00 hours) hours aording to observa-

tions and foreasts on 12 and 24 hours of mesosale model COSMO-Ru (operational variant and experiment).

Example of snow water equivalent foreast on 12 hours obtained by mesosale model COSMO-Ru with

original and modi�ed initial data for North-Cauasian region, is shown on �g.3, from whih is followed that

the proposed method makes it possible to get more realisti ant detailed initial �eld of snow water equivalent

and its foreast, respetfully.

The use of modi�ed initial �elds in mesosale model COSMO-Ru ould improve 2-meters temperature in

valleys. The example for station Teberda is shown in Table 3. Aording to this table, foreast values obtained

during the experiment are in good aordane with station observations, while operational model version using

doesn't provide realisti foreasting of diurnal variation of 2 meters temperature.
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Figure 3: Foreast of snow water equivalent (mm) 12 hours by mesosale model COSMO-Ru: operational

variant (left) and experiment (right). Start - 00 UTC 31 Marh 2013. Fragment of omputational area - the

North Cauasus. Bottom - MODIS data with 250-meters resolution for 30 Marh 2013, snow over is shown

in blue.

Hour Observations Operational variant Experiment

3 3.8 2.3 2.8

6 11.0 3.2 5.9

9 17.0 4.0 10.5

12 16.5 6.3 12.6

15 11.3 5.2 8.8

18 6.9 4.1 5.5

21 6.1 4.5 5.1

0 5.1 5.3 5.7

Table 3: 2 meters temperature (

o

C) at station Teberda aording to observational data and foreasts of

mesosale model COSMO-Ru (operational variant and experiment). 31 Marh 2013.

4 Conlusion

So, during the following researh it was determined that:

- the proposed method makes it possible to prepare realisti �elds of snow over harateristis;

- hanging of initial �elds of snow over harateristis leads to their further more orretive foreast by

the mesosale model;

- the most sensitive to hanges in initial �elds of surfae harateristis is the zone of snow boundary

lying;

- hanges in initial �elds of snow over harateristis in�uene on hanges in foreast of other meteoro-

logial elements (2 meters temperature, low loudiness, surfae albedo).
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